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Executive Summary
Introduction
Between late 2012 and autumn 2014 PRS for Music Foundation and the hub delivered a UK-wide edition of New Music
Plus..., a development programme that aims to strengthen leadership skills and cross artform learning amongst arts
organisations and independent music producers, and increase audience engagement with new music. Building on two
regional pilots in London and North West England, NMP... UK involved 12 independent music producers from across the UK
and 12 leading arts organisations from corresponding parts of the UK, as well as an action learning strand for NMP... alumni.
This document discusses key areas of impact, critical success factors and challenges and learning we are taking forward.

Impact and success factors
With reference to the independent producers who took part, key areas of impact that we have identified are:





They’ve expanded their creative practice, are more ambitious creatively and more confident they’ll deliver
They feel ‘validated’ as producers, and the way that they perceive and talk about themselves as professionals has shifted
They’ve developed and applied a lot of new business-related skills and knowledge
They have a wider sense of their professional possibilities, who partners might be and how to diversify their income

 They are thinking more strategically, have a clearer vision and a stronger creative and business focus
 They’ve broadened their networks, raised their profiles, and in the majority of cases developed a new audience
Critical success factors have included:
 The development of a strong producer peer network, which has provided opportunities to share and reflect on their
ambitions, experiences and understanding, and learn from one another. Here the diversity of the producers taking part
in the programme has also been crucial, expanding their vision and ambitions and boosting self confidence.
 The holistic, iterative nature of the programme, which means that the producers have had the chance to constantly
apply the learning and reflection that the programme catalyses, enabling them to deliver challenging co-production
projects and affect some fundamental shifts in their creative and business practices. Capturing these shifts in a business
plan has also been important, providing a launch pad for ongoing development and instilling an understanding of the
value of such planning.
 The way in which regular 1-1s with the programme manager and larger group sessions have provided a forum for
honest, supported critical reflection. Such support is crucial for independent producers who often work in isolation.
 Developing a properly collaborative and mutually beneficial relationship with their host organisation colleagues, which
was crucial not only in expanding their creative ambitions and practice, but also helped validate them as producers, and
developed their self confidence.
Switching our focus to our host organisations and those working in them, key areas of impact we have identified are:
 Programme development: for most it’s catalysed new and more ambitious approaches to music programming - on and
off-site, increased the quality of their music programming, and already created a tangible legacy.
 Audience development: host organisations have developed new audiences, seen some crossover between music and
other areas of their programme, and have a stronger sense of who to target and how to do it .
 Organisational development: they feel better equipped to work successfully with music producers, and have expanded
their networks, and in some NMP... has affected a shift in staff perceptions about what they can achieve.
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 Professional development: NMP... has provided real professional development for key contacts in our host organisations
– developing knowledge, skills, confidence and networks
Critical success factors were:
 Developing a properly collaborative relationship with their NMP.... producer, and both parties being prepared to ‘flex’
was key to co-productions delivering something new for the organisation that they couldn’t have otherwise delivered.
 Ensuring that staff members across the organisation had sufficient time to collaborate in this way with their NMP...
producer, and that there was ‘buy in’ for the co-production across all areas and levels of the organisation.
 Committing staff time to attending the Creative Circles; these provided opportunities to learn from and network with the
NMP... producers and their peers in the other organisations.
 The support that NMP... provided for them to critically reflect on the new practice and other shifts it catalysed.

Key learning and reflection to take forward
All our work is iterative, with evaluation and reflection embedded into our project management on an ongoing basis, and
informing future decisions and delivery. Key learning that we are taking forward includes the following :
 As we expected, this cohort was far more diverse – in terms of skills and experience - than the previous NMP... cohorts
we worked with. We went into the programme knowing that this would be the case, and worked hard to find ways of
accommodating this in the group elements of the programme, and it’s been great to see how being around the more
experienced producers has had such a positive impact on the less experienced and less confident ones. However, having
such a diverse group has at times been a challenge, and had a negative impact on some individuals’ experiences. There’s
much to mull over here in terms of whether or not the positives outweigh the negatives.
 There’s an issue worth unpicking around co-production marketing. The ideal scenario is when the producers work
alongside host organisation marketing colleagues. However, far more likely is either that the marketing teams don’t take up
the opportunity to work in this way because normal in-house structures locate staff in either marketing or programming
‘silos’. This reduces the learning people take from NMP... and the extent to which events attract new audience.
 The producers having a real understanding of the organisational context they are working in – artistically and
operationally – has such a bearing on the impact that the co-productions have on host organisations, and what the coproduction experience is like for both parties, that it may be worth considering building in an induction process to kick start
the co-production relationship. Any work on shaping co-productions would only start after that had happened.
 Participants learn a lot across the course of the programme. As well as capturing that learning for themselves and in the
various group sessions, we should explore how we might share that more widely. For instance, we could build blogging into
the programme more regularly, or create on our phones some simple short films capturing key reflections.
 The majority of host organisations found it difficult to justify and find the money and time to attend more than one or
two half-day Creative Circle group sessions. We need to take this on board when developing other UK-wide programmes.
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1. Introduction
Between late 2012 and autumn 2014 PRS for Music Foundation and the hub delivered a UK-wide edition of New Music
Plus..., a two year, UK-wide programme which supported the development of independent music producers and arts
organisations who wanted to strengthen their approaches to programming new music and engaging new audiences. This
document summarises the programme, areas of key impact and related contributing factors, and key learning to take
forward into other relevant programmes.
Whilst this report works as a standalone piece of evaluation, readers might like also to view two short films we have
made,... one featuring participants in the three iterations of New Music Plus... we have run since 2009, and another two
shorts we have made about UK cohort members Edinburgh Arts Festival and Suzy Glass and Chapter Arts and Mark Thomas.

2. Programme outline
2.1

Programme overview

New Music Plus…UK (NMP...UK) was a two year, UK-wide programme, the aims of which were as follows.
 To champion artistic innovation and development and support the presentation and distribution of high quality new
music of all genres by fostering new collaborations between leading visual and performing arts organisations, museums
and emerging independent music producers, identified as potential leaders in the music sector.
 To develop participants’ approach to engaging with new and existing audiences and catalyse the development of new
audiences for and via our NMP... co-productions and for new music-led work more generally.
 To support the career, business and creative development of emerging independent producers (some of whom will
already have a profile as successful artists) at a key stage in their development, providing a mixed support ‘toolkit’ of
work-based learning and research, mentoring, training and modest bursary.
 To catalyse sustainable shifts in host organisation’s approach to new music-led programming and contribute to the
strategic development of their music-led programme
 To cross fertilise ideas and learning between these music producers, those working in ‘host’ organisations and members
of previous pilot NMP... cohorts, establishing a national network of individuals and organisations committed to the
collaborative development of innovative new music-led work.
 More broadly, to provide networking and learning opportunities for those working in the music, performing and visual
arts, and museums sectors who have an emerging interest in new music-led collaboration and audience development.
NMP... UK built on two successful regional pilots in London and North West England, delivered between 2009 and 2011. It
was developed by PRS for Music Foundation in partnership with the hub and was funded by Arts Council England, Arts
Council Northern Ireland, Arts Council Wales, Creative Scotland, Paul Hamlyn Foundation, Esmée Fairbairn Foundation and
PRS for Music Foundation.

2.2

Participating producers

For the purposes of New Music Plus...UK, a ‘producer’ was defined as an individual with a track record of delivering new
music events, who may or may not at the time of joining the scheme have described themselves as a producer, programmer
or promoter (eg. they may have seen themselves primarily as a musician or a composer more than a promoter/producer).
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The programme was aimed at producers identified as being in the early-mid stages of their careers, recognised as being
entrepreneurial and having a demonstrable track record and creative potential, and able to articulate development
ambitions. Following an initial industry call for nominations and a series of interviews involving our host partners (see
section 2.4), the following twelve producers were selected to participate in the programme:
 Alex Keegan

 John Stevens

 Noah Burton

 Danielle Rose
 Eamon Murray
 Fielding Hope

 Jordan Bell
 Kate Walters
 Mark Thomas

 Seb Reynolds
 Suzy Glass
 Tania Holland-Williams

The cohort was considerably more mixed in terms of experience and skills than our two previous regional cohorts had been;
around three quarters of cohort members described themselves either as a musician or a promoter on joining the
programme and only a quarter as producers.

2.3

Participating host organisations

We recruited our host organisations through an expression of interest and phone interview process. The twelve selected to
take part in the programme were:
 Arnolfini, Bristol

 The Junction, Cambridge

 BEAM, Wakefield
 Chapter Arts Centre, Cardiff

 The MAC, Belfast
 Middlesbrough Institute of Modern Art

 City Museum and Art Gallery, Plymouth
 Dundee Contemporary Arts
 Edinburgh Art Festival

 Quad, Derby
 Showroom, Sheffield
 Turner Contemporary, Margate

2.4

Programme outline

The programme took a holistic and mixed approach to professional development, and was designed in response to the
needs of individuals working at different levels and within contrasting organisational settings. It combined a range of
development activities and learning approaches, and had a strong focus on supporting participants to critically reflect on
and share their experiences and understanding. The key elements were:
Programme strand
Co-production partnership
(see here for list of co-production
events)

Description
Independent event producers and host
organisations create event/ series of events,
supported by £4000 production fund

Skills-based training programme
(Early 2013)

8 day-long sessions

‘Creative Circle’ learning network
meetings
(4 across programme period)
Cross-cohort networking events
(2 across programme period)
Mentoring programme
Development bursary

Independent event producers and host team
members learn from and network with each
other with focus on practical issues
Learning and networking event open to all
current and previous NMP... participants
6 mentoring sessions with a sector
professional
£2500 to support professional development

Participants
Producers
Host organisation
teams
Producers
Host organisation team
members
Producers
Host organisation
teams
All current and previous
NMP... participants
Producers
Producers
6
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In addition we also delivered the following activities:
Programme strand

Description

Showcase/conference

One-day event, showcasing work created by NMP
producers and sharing learning from the programme

Action learning sets

2 action learning sets designed to provide ongoing
peer support; initially facilitated by us, and then
became self-facilitating

2.5

Participants
UK-wide audience, from artists and
producers to organisations and
funders
Former NMP... producers and reps
from host organisations in London
and the North West

Programme management

Responsibility for delivering the programme was shared between the two delivery partners: PRS for Music Foundation
(PRSF) and the hub. Broadly speaking, PRSF established the programme partnership with host organisations, and was
responsible for overseeing reporting and budgeting, bursary payments, logistics and communications. the hub took
responsibility for the delivery of the mentoring, training programmes, network sessions, action learning sets, final
symposium and evaluation, and provided on-going producer and host organisation support around the co-productions. Lead
contacts for PRS for Music Foundation were Vanessa Reed (Director: strategic overview) and Nicole McNeilly (Administrator:
logistics, financial management) and for the hub Julia Payne (Director: project management ).

3. Evaluation methodology
3.1

Overview

We embedded critical reflection at the heart of the programme, using a range of methods to support participants to reflect
on their work and capture and act on that reflection, and to ensure that we did the same as a project team. Our programme
manager, Julia Payne, has significant experience of evaluating long running projects, and regularly works with other
organisations to assist their evaluation planning. For this programme, we created and used a detailed evaluation plan which
‘drilled down into’ our original project aims. (See Appendix 1)

3.2

Key evaluation tools and methods

Key tools and methods used during the programme included:
 Individual producer diagnostic and review sessions: An initial diagnostic session allowed the producers and programme
manager to reflect on where the producer was at that point and what their business looked like, and identify key areas
of need and development ambitions. A final review session took place in summer 2014, and allowed both to reflect on
progress made over the programme period in relation to aims articulated in their development plan and more generally.
 Producer individual development plans: drawn up by each producer in consultation with the programme manager and
their mentor, these identified specific producer objectives for the period, informed the focus of mentor sessions, and
provided a benchmark against which to measure progress during and at the end of the programme.
 Producer 1-1s: monthly 1 hour sessions where programme manager and producers reviewed their co-productions,
relationship with their hosts and work with mentors, and reflected on their learning and progress.
7
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 Host organisation expressions of interest: each organisation submitted and EOI, articulating their ambition for their coproduction, the shifts they hoped to make as a result of participating in NMP... how the fit with their long term strategy.
 Host 1-1s: Bi-monthly conversations with the programme manager, to reflect on co-production relationship and project.
 Co-production team meetings: quarterly meetings, involving producers and host reps; there to set out and review
creative ideas and working practice around the co-productions.
 Training session feedback: after each session participants completed a questionnaire, detailing their views on its quality
and relevance and what had been most and least useful. This, plus trainer feedback, shaped future sessions.
 Creative Circle sessions: an opportunity for group-based learning reflection for producers and hosts; reflection focused
on: leadership; practical, co-production issues, challenges and opportunities, and shifts resulting from their participation.
 Mentor feedback: quarterly phone 1-1s enabled us to collect feedback about their mentees, and identify future plans.
 Programme team reflection: regular programme team meetings provided us with the opportunity to reflect on the
feedback we had collected to date and on our own observations, and to agree any necessary changes to the programme.

4. Impact on our producer cohort
“I feel taller I guess, and confident I can make things happen. I’m more comfortable being more in demand,
being able to say no..... I’m being more ambitious with more projects, events, releases. .... I’m trying to make
things higher quality. Thinking about it, and working out what you do want to do, that’s new. I’m being more
strategic... For the 1st time I can afford to stop and go down the road I want to as opposed to chasing things”.
Mark Thomas

4.1

Introduction

In this section we review key areas of impact that our evaluation suggests New Music Plus... has had on participating
producers, as well as examine relevant critical success and limiting factors. Key areas of impact that we have identified are :







They’ve expanded their creative practice, are more ambitious creatively and more confident they’ll deliver
They feel ‘validated’ as producers, and the way that they perceive and talk about themselves as professionals has shifted
They’ve developed and applied a lot of new business-related skills and knowledge
They have a wider sense of their professional possibilities, who partners might be and how to diversify their income
They are thinking more strategically, have a clearer vision and a stronger creative and business focus
They’ve broadened their networks, raised their profiles, and in the majority of cases developed a new audience

4.2

They’ve expanded their creative practice, increased the quality and

ambition of their work, and are more confident about their ability to deliver
Key observations
“What’s different? I can create larger and more ambitious things, projects, events, or releases whatever, just
having the skill base means.... What I’m doing is more artistic. It feels like I’m on a new page.”
Mark Thomas
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As a consequence of having delivered their co-productions, seeing and hearing about the work of other producers and
organisations in the cohort, and being able to discuss and develop their ideas with them, all of the producers say that the
ambition and quality of their work is higher now, and that they are more confident of being able to deliver. This shift is clear
to see in the marked difference between the portfolios of activities that most producers had when they entered the
programme and those outlined in the business plans they developed towards its end. Most of the less experienced
producers appear already to have a more sophisticated approach, in as much as they now seem to consider audience,
partner and funder needs more than at the start of the programme.
“Has it improved the quality of what I do? Yeah definitely. I think that the events that I did for the programme
were to a high standard and that’s set the bar in terms of how I would do things. I’m just becoming more
professional and doing more events, being really focused in terms of what artists and audiences expect and
trying to create the best environments for them”.
Alex Keegan
Unsurprisingly a corollary of this is that their minds are now more open to the possibilities of cross-artform working, and
they are more confident about working in such contexts. NMP... has catalysed a shift they expect will continue to
characterise their work in the future; Noah Burton is not alone in his comment that,
“I had done stuff with music and live art, but bringing those things together, I tried to make it as diverse as
possible. Having that brief was really beneficial, it’s definitely affected what I will do in the future; if I was to
do something that isn’t cross artform it’d feel one dimensional, like I’m not offering enough to an audience”.
Critical success factors
“Meeting other people like that who are self employed and understand. I’d never met (people who were) so
ambitious, and it raised my ambitions. It’s nice to be in a group where it’s cool to take it seriously and try,
whereas with a lot of DIY it’s about looking as slack as possible. It’s made me think I don’t want to be like that;
this is where I want to earn my money.”
Mark Thomas
 The peer network that develops as a result of NMP...; hearing how their peers work and approach that work, and going
to see that work, understanding the motivations behind it are all fundamentally key to these creative shifts.
 The bursary too is critical, with many producers using part of it to see more work and reporting how valuable this was.
Alex Keegan says of going to Unsound festival, “It really opened my eyes to the quality and standard that you can achieve
and the attention to detail you can have. It was so well curated and really well-delivered, I really enjoyed picking apart
why they did certain things in different places, looking at the flow of the week-long programme”.
 Also of fundamental importance is the chance to work in a truly collaborative fashion with colleagues in their host
organisations. There is a very real difference between working ‘for’ an organisation and working ‘with’ or ‘in’ one;
producers who have been able to develop their creative ideas with real input from their host organisations have without
exception created work that feels like it is a departure artistically for them and their hosts.
 Time with their mentor and the programme manager was also useful in terms of developing their creative practice.
Eamon Murray talks of how important it was “talking to Julia...having someone there once in a while to get clarification
‘yes, it’s you who should be driving this’, and Pamela (his mentor) too, just reassuring me.”
Limiting factors
 During the course of the programme a number of host organisations were re-structured as a result of funding cuts,
which meant in some cases they no longer had a dedicated programmer or curator to work with their NMP... producer.
9
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Where this was the case, the producers found themselves reliant solely on their own creative resources and experience
when planning their co-productions. As a result, the work was not as informed and stretched by the host’ own
programme as it would otherwise have been, and the creative shift – for both producers and host organisations – was
not as great as it would potentially have been had that more collaborative approach been possible.

4.3

They feel ‘validated’ as producers, and the way that they perceive and

talk about themselves as professionals has shifted
Key observations
“It’s a confidence thing really... I now feel like I’m a legitimate contributor. I’m more confident. It’s helped
me to identify what business I am in. I’m happy to drive things on, I feel more confident of steering the
direction things go. I wouldn’t be leading Trad Arts without NMP... not a chance”.
Eamon Murray
Without exception it’s clear that the confidence of all of the producers has grown during the course of NMP..., as a result of
work they’ve done on their co-productions, the discussions they’ve had and decisions they’ve made over the past 2 years.
The shifts are apparent in both their creative and business practices.
“A great deal has changed. I’m clearer about what I do, and I’d never really thought about it before. It’s helpful
on the creative side in terms of how it can run as a business... Even just more fundamentally, what the business
is. It didn’t even occur to me that I was a producer. I don’t think I knew what a producer is in these terms”.
Seb Reynolds
As a result, there’s also been a shift in how they perceive and talk about themselves as professionals. Those who were new
to the term ‘producer’ when they started on NMP... now recognise what the role entails and use this to describe (part of)
what they do professionally, although for many it remains a term that is relevant only to other creative professionals, and
even then only in major cities or towns. Those with more experience, whose businesses include consultancy work, appear to
have ‘reclaimed’ their producer identity and put it at the heart of their future plans. The producers are also better able to
articulate their role and to other potential partners or stakeholders. John Stevens says of this, “I’m more versed in how to
articulate what I do, in the lexicon of being a producer. I’ m definitely more confident and find it easier to do that”.
Off the back of this shift in how they perceive themselves there’s a stronger sense of them having pride in their work; some
of the less experienced producers have clearly professionalised what they do creatively and from a business perspective. As
Alex’s comment below shows, the producers who ‘cut their teeth’ in the DIY scene now feel they’ve ‘graduated’ from it, and
consider themselves professionals with a role to play in their city, town or region’s arts ecology. And with that they are
placing a (more appropriate) financial value on their work, and feel more confident defending the personal producer fees
they now routinely build into project budgets.
NMP... helped me put more of a value on myself. I realise now that lots of what I do is ‘legitimate’ and it’s
justified to expect to earn money for what I do. I’d been operating so long in the DIY scene where it’s friends
getting together... It’s made me realise that if I want to do this fulltime or as part of my income I need to be
more professional. I’ve matured, I now realise that if you put that value on yourself when you approach people
then that comes across to them. I’ve become more professional, and it’s helped me feel I AM a professional”.
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Critical success factors
 Feedback from the producers suggests that just the fact of having been selected to take part in the programme, and the
ideas they put forward in the interview being taken seriously, are a significant factor in this. Danielle Rose says, “It was
really useful to do the live exercise of pitching to partners in the interviews, when we were up against other people”,
while Mark Thomas says, “From the very start having to write about myself differently, even having to write the
application, I’d never written about myself before, taken myself seriously like that before”.
 Being taken seriously by their NMP...peers, their host organisations and mentors has also been a key factor. Mark
Thomas says of his mentor (Capsule’s Lisa Meyer),”For her to take me really seriously, to say I’d already done good
things, and to talk to me about what I was doing, that was big. She doesn’t beat about the bush. She would be like ‘why
do you think that, you dork, let’s go got it’, which really helped my confidence!”
 Seeing the range of experience and skills in the producer cohort, and learning to feel comfortable ‘taking their place’ in
that cohort, has been important too. Danielle Rose reiterated comments made by a number of producers that, “It forced
to reflect and gauge yourself against others in a way that never been available to me before. If you work in smaller
organisation you might be the only person working at your level and you don’t know how to pitch yourself, that’s been
really useful. I’d think ‘if I’m on this scheme then it can’t be too far out of reach”.
 Developing an understanding of the wider producing landscape, and beginning to understand the place that they could
play in that has also played a role in affecting these shifts.

4.4

They’ve developed and applied new business skills and knowledge
“I now understand what business is – a lot more than I did before. It’s had a huge impact, especially to do with
fundraising and budgeting, the two things I hadn’t really done before, so that’s been huge for me”.
Mark Thomas

Key observations
From the way they approached their co-productions and the thinking that has gone into their business plans, it’s very clear
that all have developed their business acumen during NMP... For some less experienced producers the shift in skills has
been enormous; they’ve been asked to work and think in ways that are entirely new to them, and as a result whole new
areas of knowledge and skills have opened up for them. For those with some degree of business skills the shift has been
more incremental and more a useful refresher. Key areas of business-related skills development are:
 financial management and planning, and budgeting
 fundraising

 time management
 leadership

 strategic planning
 project management

 marketing

Critical success factors
 The iterative nature of the programme – that the producers could use and apply the skills and knowledge they’d
developed during the training programme to their work on their co-productions and business planning work, all within
the relative safety of a development programme. For people who largely prefer to learn by doing (as most clearly did),
this iterative approach is key to skills ‘sticking’ and to affecting sustained shifts in attitude and behaviour. As Seb
Reynolds says, “The beauty of the scheme is that you have the training and then you have a project where you try to
implement what you’ve learnt through the training...That integrated approach is a very good way of doing that”.
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 When planning training content we asked all the producers about the skills and knowledge they had, and how confident
they felt, and used VARK testing to identify preferred learning styles, enabling us to build a bespoke programme.
 Working with the programme manager to create a development plan that identified key areas of learning for them also
helped. As John Stevens says, “it brought into focus ways to improve certain areas... From the word go having a
framework of the development plan set things in motion and setting an agenda for the process”.
 The strong focus that the programme had on encouraging peer learning, in the training and network sessions meant that
these ‘hit home’ in a way that more ‘dry’ and academic-feeling sessions would not have.
Limiting factors
 The enormous diversity of the producer group in terms of skills and experience was sometimes an issue. the hub’s
experienced trainers are used to accommodating this in training sessions – for instance, asking more experienced
participants to lead certain part of a session and to be conscious of the value sharing their experience would have - but
despite this, the diversity was difficult sometimes to accommodate. In later 1-1, some less experienced producers
reported not wanting to admit in the training to not understanding something because they could see that other people
were ‘way ahead of them’. The 1-1s provided a safety net, enabling them to go back over things they’d found difficult.

4.5

They have a wider sense of their professional possibilities; when, why

and who to partner with, and how to diversify and increase their income
It’s helped shape my vision in a clearer way. I’m more open minded. It’s not necessarily made it easier; I just
now know how to sustain it, develop and deliver to its potential, make it understandable to funders and
audiences, whereas I didn’t before. Rather than constantly fighting and digging myself into the ground, burning
myself out, it’s taught me to be more assertive, to move forward, whereas before I was stagnating, struggling.
Fielding Hope
Key observations
“It wouldn’t have occurred to me to work with say Chapter before. I’d have thought maybe to have called them
and do a dry hire, and it would have cost me loads of money”.
Mark Thomas
Across the board, NMP... has catalysed a shift in the ‘rhythm’ or shape of the producers’ professional lives. From the
strategic plans they developed in the latter months of the programme it’s clear that they have a much wider sense of what
their professional possibilities are. This shift is most marked in the less experienced producers – those who were working
more as promoters before joining the programme – but is also evident in more experienced producers’ thinking. For the less
experienced the shift is about expansion, grasping what’s possible as a producer, while for the more experienced it’s about
‘shedding’ and is a by-product of stepping back, reflecting on their careers and what is and isn’t exciting for them.
“It’s definitely increased my confidence in terms of working with organisations, being able to properly assess
their capabilities as an organisation, where your project is going to fit into their wider programme.... and then
understanding how to get them on your side and the importance of doing that, and making the m feel included”.
Jordan Bell
The producers also have a much clearer sense of what they have to offer arts organisations, how this is of value and to
which kinds of organisations, and how to place an appropriate financial value on this. For less experienced producers, who
12
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before would not have considered approaching an arts organisation (or if they had, they would have thought only in terms
of a straight ahead ‘dry hire’), a key shift is that they now understand that these kinds of partnerships can be a key
cornerstone of their work as a producer. Noah Burton comments, “It’s flagged up things, made me more aware, got me
thinking that there’s a product I’m putting out there, things that can be developed with orgs, where we both come out of it
with something”. They’re also much better on the whole at articulating their ideas and pitching them, partly as a
consequence of having to do so during interviews and the Creative Circle sessions.
“I now know the kind of level that’s required in an organisation like that, how much time you need to allow
to get your ideas through to different people, how much more organised you need to be to make it work”.
Eamon Murray
Through their co-productions, and also by participating in the Creative Circle sessions, many have gained a greater insight
into how arts organisations work, the pressures that such organisations – and the individuals working in them – have to
respond to, and the processes that are involved in making work and presenting a programme. Consequently, they
understand much better what’s involved in partnering with such organisations, which kinds of organisations make good
partners, and what to look out for when scoping out potential partnerships. They have, if you like, a ‘rubric’ for partnership
working that they are confident will stand them in good stead in future collaborations. As Tania Holland Williams comments,
“That’s another big thing....realising that sometimes I’m not the right partner for them, or they aren’t for me, that’s not
about professionalism, but if you want to engage in something that’s properly collaborative then you need mutual respect
and like each other”. And of course, they have a track record that they can point to, and experience that they can draw on,
which, as Alex Keegan points out “is a reference point when I’m approaching other organisations”.
They’ve also developed a more sophisticated approach to programming, becoming more audience-focused and aware of
how to juggle the multiple priorities that arts organisations have in terms of their programme. As Eamon Murray says,
“Thinking through the organisation’s eyes from a promoter’s perspective forces you to think more about programming for
the greater good and how to draw these key people as opposed to what you want to hear. It force d me to put on things that
I wouldn’t have put on if I wasn’t trying to reach a bigger audience – that cross genre stuff I wouldn’t even have thought
about otherwise”.
The impact of these shifts is already tangible. For some producers, NMP... has already affected or contributed to significant
changes in their professional lives. Mark Thomas elected to give us his ‘day job’ soon after the programme started, and is
now working full time as a producer and label manager. He earned more money in his first full year doing so than he had in
the previous year, and is on track to do so again in 2014-15, and says “I wouldn’t have given up the job without the
programme. It changed my life really”. Suzy Glass, a producer with significant experience made the decision to close the
company she ran with her co-director, in order to focus on her own projects. Danielle Rose has moved into a producing role
at Pavilion Dance in Plymouth, where she is leading new programmes involving cross artform artist collaborations, and
Fielding Hope has recently taken up the role of producer at Cafe Oto. For other producers, these shifts have been and will
be more incremental, with their business plans signalling that creative producing is moving ‘front and centre’ for all of them.
“I don’t expect to be rich in the next two years, but the areas where the money’s coming in will have changed”.
Jordan Bell
This shift in the shape or rhythm of their professional lives means that the producers’ mix of income streams is already
different – and more diverse - or will be in the near future. All are now forecasting income from a wider range of sources
and/or strands of activity, including new partnership income and funding streams. The less experienced producers now have
a much clearer understanding of how to make a viable living, and are confident that the future they are planning will be
more financially stable and include a great producing income. Meanwhile, the more experienced producers are forecasting
that a higher proportion of their income will come from creative projects than from consultancy or project management .
13
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Critical success factors
 Absolutely key to these shifts is the producers’ ability to critically reflect, and ‘translate’ what they learn from the
different aspects of the programme – the training, mentoring, the go and see activity, the discussions with other current
and former NMP... producers and with other industry professionals – back to their own context.
 The training sessions clearly played a part here too. Each session includes plenty of practical exercises that allow the
producers to apply their learning to their own work, and guest speakers handpicked for their ability to ‘connect’ with the
producers, plus group discussions. Eamon Murray echoed other producers when he said, “The training was very good.
Hearing what other people are doing, you absorbed more when people talked about they did, what worked for them”.
 Creative Circle sessions were also useful in that they exposed the promoters to a wider range of views and experience,
and as Fielding Hope says, “It was good to see it from both sides. Host organisations have to operate within more limited
confines, and that brings out the reality of making an idea happen”.
 Similarly, the ‘sounding board’ moments provided by their mentors built producer confidence in their ideas and widened
their thinking, while programme manager 1-1s helped them apply their learning. As Fielding Hope says, “The sessions
with Julia were great...It’s not easy to remember everything on the programme and be responsive to it all”.
Limiting factors
 Seb Reynolds continued to hold on to the co-production idea he pitched in his interview, and couldn’t be dissuaded from
it even though it didn’t sit well with his host’s programme plans. He also struggled to take on board some reflections
from his mentor. As he finishes the scheme, while he has without doubt shifted artistically, his understanding of how to
work with arts organisations is not as developed as it could be. The rigidity of his thinking is a limiting factor for him.
Reflections and learning to take forward
 The producers and host organisations learn a lot across the course of the programme. As well as capturing that learning
for themselves and in the various group sessions, we should explore how we might share that more widely. For instance, we
could build blogging into the programme more regularly, or create on our phones some simple short films capturing key
reflections.

4.6

They are thinking more strategically about what they do, are clearer

about – and can better articulate – their creative and business vision
“It has been amazing how I am so much more focused than I was; I’ve got a firm idea of where I’m going,
what I want and what needs to happen. I now have a business plan and I’m using it and starting to cross
off things and for me that’s a bit of a revelation”.
Kate Walters
Key observations
Based on producer feedback, plus the demonstrable shifts in how they think, talk about and reflect on their work, and the
way they have approached putting together their business plans, it’s clear how significant an impact NMP... has had on the
producers’ ability to clarify their creative and business-related vision and strengthen their focus on achieving this.
“I feel like a fair amount of superfluous stuff that was to do with taking on work to pay the bills, to be seen
to be busy I’ve just completely carved out. Recurring themes for me have been ‘Do I need to do this?
What’s driving me, and is that a useful thing? If I’m really interested in this project how do I make it the
most useful version of it?’... That’s the step change.”
Tania Holland Williams, NMP... producer
14
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In their final evaluation session, all of the producers pointed to having a clearer and stronger creative vision, and a clear
framework or set of criteria for decision making, as a result of NMP.... They also have a very strong sense of the steps they
need to take to achieve their ambitions, and what their individual development needs are. Fielding Hope’s comments
echoes those made by all of the others:
“It helped in a big way to solidify my ideas and ambitions and to seed all the processes for delivering
them... I’m much more confident and better at getting on with things, trying to tread a line between
creative spontaneity and established long term thinking.”
For some less experienced producers, being able to identify and articulate a creative vision is entirely new, and has been ke y
to the shifts we’ve seen in how they perceive and talk about themselves, and in the projects and artistic focus they’ve
identified and worked through in their business plans. For others, the shift in their vision and focus is more about
consolidation, or a shifting of emphasis in a portfolio of activities. John Stevens echoed many of the producers, when he said
of NMP..., “It’s helped me think a bit more laterally and take a broader view... showing me that there’s the option to step
back and think more, with a broader lens”.
They’re also better able to articulate what they stand for creatively, and what their ideas are. Less experienced producers
have realised that it’s possible (and important) to stay true to your vision and work with partners or funders without
compromising, and that it’s often a case of simply needing to tell the story a bit differently. As a project team we’ve seen
this shift in understanding play out in the funding bids they’ve developed during the programme period, which makes us
confident that this understanding is ‘sticking’ and will help ensure they secure the diverse sources of income they’ve
identified in their business plans.
More practically, most are planning further ahead than before, and some are doing this kind of planning for the first time
ever, the result being that they have a clear sense of where they are going, how and when they expect to get there and
what they will do if things don’t go to plan.
“Basically before New Music Plus...I checked my bank balance and would think ‘it’s ok’, or ‘oh no’. Now I’m
more strategic – it’s taught me how to plan. It’s just been a big game changer to know how to do it. I
earned more money last year than I did the year before, and the same this year again. So it’s definitely the
big decision. Across all aspects it was the right thing to do, and it feels like a lasting change”.
Mark Thomas, NMP... producer
Meanwhile, those more used to planning have found that NMP... provided much needed external impetus to step back from
the day-to-day and address unhelpful practices or approaches they’d developed.
Critical success factors
“Having a stronger framework for decision making re projects and partners has been helpful. Talking with
Julia and the mentoring have been pivotal in that, and writing the plan at the end, that was useful”.
Tania Holland Williams
 Working with the programme manager to create an individual development plan established a culture of strategic
thinking and critical reflection, which was sustained via the training sessions that followed, and culminated with a final
reflective session towards the end of the programme.
 Over the last few months of NMP..., the producers worked on business plans for the post programme period. This
required them to not only think strategically, but to articulate that thinking in a way that made sense to other people .
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For the vast majority of producers this was the first time they had had to do this, but a new kind of business planning
‘refresher’ day– which used group work to ‘crowd source’ questions that could underpin the process, and solutions to
business planning ‘gremlins’ they’d identified - helped shift their confidence and understanding. The value of this is
evident in the way that most have tackled the development of their plans.
 Mentoring sessions provided opportunities for producers to develop their thinking around where and what next.
 Monthly 1-1s with the programme manager provided an opportunity for reflections on how the activity they were doing
as part of the programme should feed into their strategic thinking.

4.7

They have broadened their networks, raised their profiles, and in the

majority of cases developed a new audience
”My profile has changed regionally for sure as a result of doing something with MIMA... and I’ve had offers
to do similar things since....Having access to this network is important in terms of my vision, but it’s also a
foot in the door that I didn’t have before... and that gives you more options... in terms of work you want to
do in other areas of the UK. That’s been important and I think it will continue to be important.”
Jordan Bell
Key observations
Whilst it was never realistic to assume that the producer network as a single unit would continue to function beyond the
programme period (or perhaps even during it), we were keen for this UK-wide network to catalyse a series of valuable
relationship between individuals. Feedback from the producers, and the fact that collaborations have already happened,
suggests that this has been the case. As we’ve noted, every producer attests to the real value that being able share ideas
with, and learn from, others in the group has had, and it’s clear from our own observations how valuable this has been.
Producers fed back that they’ve forged professional alliances with each other that they believe will hold fast for many years
to come. Some have also forged good, productive relationships with alumni producers they met during the programme,
most notably Tania Holland Williams, who commissioned Liverpool-based Jon Hering to compose a new work for her coproduction with Turner Contemporary. Producers who approached host organisations as peers, and who recognised the
mutual benefits a partnership would bring, have developed relationships with other host organisations in the wider NMP
network (and in fact with alumni host organisations).
All of the producers are clear that their local and regional profiles are much higher than they were before, and some also
report that they feel their profiles nationally – particularly with funders (including PRSF itself) are higher too. Tania Holland
says, “Turner have a really good perception of me as someone that can... engage audiences...which has trickled out to lots of
Kent networks...In this locale I feel like I’ve built a body of people who are looking to keep connecting with me work. So that’s
exciting”. And when Fielding Hope says, “I think my profile is higher, I think people consider me professional now” he’s
echoing what all of the producers said. Linked to this, it’s clear that many of the producers perceive their involvement in
NMP..., backed as it is by key funders, as a ‘kite mark’ that has real value for them. Danielle Rose fed back that:
“It’s been really nice to say I’m part of this network of just 12 people across the UK who were selected... It’s
kind of a passport into places.... and it articulates the level I want to work at”.
Turning to look at audiences, the majority are clear that their co-productions brought them into contact with new
audiences, although they’ve not all been as rigorous as they might have been in terms of collecting and getting access to
audience information so they can build a relationship with them as appropriate. Mark Thomas spoke of how working with
Chapter “broadened my audience because by working with them I have this kudos in another field that I’d never had before” ,
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while John Stevens comments, “I definitely feel that I got access to different strands of audience we were hoping for, with
the Ellen Foreman and Salvage events, and through the relationship with Bristol New Music”.
Finally, and as a consequence of all of these shifts, many producers report that they are now being approached (much more
frequently) by other professionals or arts organisations, keen for them to lead or partner on projects.
Critical success factors
 The Creative Circle sessions, and the wider cross-cohort sessions, have been key in enabling the producers to make new
contacts, and in the context of them having already been marked out as music professionals with something interesting
to offer arts organisations. The inclusion of cross-cohort sessions with less of a practical co-production focus introduced
the producers to an even wider range of arts professionals.
 As in other editions of the programme, having access to the programme manager and their mentor’s address book has
also been useful in terms of expanding the producers’ networks.
Limiting factors
 The resources that the host organisations were able to devote to marketing the co-production events was a key issue.
Where marketing teams had the time and inclination to ‘get inside’ the events, and explore ways of reaching new
audiences, the co-productions did well in terms of attracting new audiences for host organisations and producers.
 The distances, time and money involved in attending the Creative Circle sessions meant that some host organisations
sometimes sent different staff to the sessions, or on occasion missed attending them at all.
 The decision to shift the showcase and symposium from July to October 2014 wasn’t ideal in terms of sustaining
relationships between producers and host organisations in the network.
Reflections and learning to take forward
 The most consistent comment we got from host organisations in terms of how we could improve the programme was
that we should have provided some financial support for Creative Circle-related travel and accommodation. We need to
take this on board when developing other UK-wide programmes.
 There’s an issue worth unpicking around co-production marketing. The ideal scenario is when the producers work
alongside host organisation marketing colleagues. However, far more likely is either that the marketing teams don’t take up
the opportunity to work in this way because normal in-house structures locate staff in either marketing or programming
‘silos’. This reduces the learning people take from NMP... and the extent to which events attract new audience.

4.8

And finally, the most important shift producers think they’ve made is...

Here’s what producers said are the most important learning and development they’re taking from NMP... is.
Alex Keegan: “The organisational stuff.... knowing about how to secure money from a number of different avenues and
being able to be more flexible, shaping ideas based on different people’s interests as way of getting more work. I feel I knew
more about all the ways I can support my work financially. Creatively, just working on a larger scale and doing things to a
really high standard and working on a series of events, which I hadn’t done before.”
Danielle Rose: “Being able to... conceive an idea, identifying the need, and instigating and managing a project form
beginning to end. The development creatively was being inspired by the other producers and being encourage to be a bit
more ambitious and to not just think about curation but to think about commissioning. And to just get on with it!”
Eamon Murray: “Writing the business plan for Trad Arts cooperative, and the fundraising I can now do. Also learning how
the whole organisation thing works, seeing the whole thing a bit closer up. That’s been a bit shift. The ideas I’ve been having
have just ‘clicked’, and I feel more confident about them and more ambitious.”
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Fielding Hope: “Sustainability and long term delivery – how to continue what I do and keep it adventurous but also rein it in
and think realistically about how can I make it happen. It’s fostered my creative ideas, focused them to make sure they make
sense within a specific context.”
John Stevens: “It’s good to think about the back end of how I‘m doing things.... just tightening up the 360 degree approach
to what I do., understanding that time management and accounting can make it easier to do the fun stuff well. Creating a
programming brief to respond to and then doing that across the four events in a way that kind of worked, I’d say that stands
out in terms of my creative development.”
Jordan Bell: “All the planning that I’ve been doing. And understanding what’s possible, because I’ve talked to people who’ve
done stuff, seen other people’s projects, and also at the same time been given the training that will help me deliver what I
want to. Creatively, it’s about knowing when to stick to my guns a bit more.”
Kate Walters: “On a practical level, I’m so much better at budgeting, but mainly it’s about learning about myself as a music
professional, having the confidence to know what my preferences are.... Sometimes previously I’ve lacked conviction, but
now I’ve shifted my thinking and realise I need to go with my convictions.”
Mark Thomas: “From Now On (his co-production series) – just the whole of it; it’s a new business in itself. And fundraising or
the fact that funds exist to do what I do. That’s been a revelation. And what I’ve learnt about marketing and what valuable
content is”.
Seb Reynolds: “My business plan. That encapsulates everything that’s positive about the scheme for me. Creatively, it’s
about how to manage my creativity in terms of logistics and financial planning.... It keeps coming back to time and money
and how to look at a project.”
Suzy Glass: “Leaving Trigger and setting up another company. Creative development? ... I think it’s making the decision not
to tour, to focus on original idea and not tour.”
Tania Holland Williams: “Having a framework for making decisions, writing the plan and taking some steps towards doing it.
Creatively, the shift is about slowing down and being selective, and that self discovery thing... I am a producer and I’m quite
good at it!”

5. Impact on our host organisation cohort
5.1

Introduction
“....It’s important to bring people into organisations ... who bring a vision that doesn’t necessarily
exist within the organisation, because it can’t, because it is having to function day to day in a way
that helps it grow and be strong and stable. So when you bring in an independent, if the relationships
are right then you can push in a slightly different direction because of the otherness of that person.”
Suzy Glass

In this section we review key areas of impact that our evaluation suggests New Music Plus... has had on participating host
organisations and those working in them, and examine relevant critical success and limiting factors, as well as identify key
areas of learning to take forward. Key areas of impact we have identified are:
 Programme development: for most it’s catalysed new and more ambitious approaches to music programming - on and
off-site, increased the quality of their music programming, and already created a tangible legacy.
 Audience development: host organisations have developed new audiences, seen some crossover between music and
other areas of their programme, and have a stronger sense of who to target and how to do it .
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 Organisational development: they feel better equipped to work successfully with music producers, and have expanded
their networks, and in some NMP... has affected a shift in staff perceptions about what they can achieve.
 Professional development: NMP... has provided real professional development for key contacts in our host
organisations – developing knowledge, skills, confidence and networks

5.2

New Music Plus... has had a tangible impact on programme development

in most organisations, that – resources permitting – will be sustained
Key observations
“What I liked about the scheme was that it was so open. They gave us a lot of room to develop it organically
and it did by the end feel like a genuine collaboration and a conversation really.... We were allowed to think
bigger and be more ambitious in what we wanted to present. “
Cathy Boyce, Chapter
For the majority of our host organisations participating in NMP... has had a significant impact on programme development,
giving them the chance to explore how music could play a part in an inter-disciplinary programme. For most organisations –
most notably Arnolfini, BEAM, Chapter, DCA, Edinburgh Art Festival and Turner Contemporary – the programme meant they
were able to be much more ambitious with their music programming than they had been previously. Sarah Martin, from
Turner Contemporary, echoed many in the cohort, saying “This was one of the most ambitious bits of music programming
we’d done.... The first time since we opened that we’d programmed anything on this scale...It gave us the confidence we can
do these things, be really ambitious”.
This heightened ambition was evident in the scale of the projects conceived and the types of work produced. For a number,
NMP... afforded an opportunity to work in new ways that without the intervention of NMP... would have been
inconceivable, or at least taken much longer to ‘ferment’. As Sorcha Carey, from Edinburgh Art Festival commented,

“Sarah Kenchington created this amazing instrument but I think if we hadn’t done that as part of
NMP... then it would have remained profoundly an object. I’m not sure that we would ever have been
brave enough to invite real living musicians .... to come and compose music especially for that
instrument. And what we learned was that because the instrument was so extraordinary they
themselves were being challenged in their practice.”
Notable programming shifts
Programming shifts worth noting include:
 Arnolfini: Working with John Stevens, they produced the Off The Page series, taking Arnolfini on the road. Locations
included a ‘hacker farm’, a local lido, a former police cell and a shopping centre. They also introduced a new strand of
contemporary classical programming. Commenting on the impact the programme had, Al Cameron says, “It was a
massive shift for the organisation... We did in six months what most organisations would do in 5 years”.
 BEAM: Their NMP producer, Noah Burton, was inspired by the venue’s somewhat gothic surroundings. Together they coproduced an outdoor spectacular called An Evening of Enlightenment. This was the first time they’d conceived using their
outdoor space in such a way, and marked a move into music-led family friendly programming that has continued.
 Chapter: In February 2014, Chapter and their NMP... producer Mark Thomas produced the first ever From Now On
festival at Chapter. This was the first major music festival that the venue had ever produced, and for two nights new
music rang out in a number of spaces across the venue. From Now On 2 is planned for February 2015.
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 Dundee Contemporary Arts: DCA’s curator Graham Donke says that in the 18 months that he worked with their NMP...
producer Fielding Hope they programmed more music events than he’d previously programmed in his 5 years at the
venue. They also produced a large scale music festival – another first for the organisation.
 Edinburgh Art Festival: Originally EAF had imagined that the NMP... producer they recruited would simply expand the
festival’s existing music strands. Instead, working with Suzy Glass, they commissioned Sarah Kenchington to build an
instrument out of old organ pipes, embedding music into the festival’s commissioning programme for the first time. 4
composers were commissioned to create new pieces that were premiered in a series of concerts (the festival’s first paid
for ticketed events), and thousands of people were able to play it themselves or simply enjoy it as an object.
 MAC: This Belfast venue only opened its doors a few months before they started to work with NMP... producer Eamon
Murray. Their collaboration enabled MAC to develop an entirely new strand of music programming, called Not So Trad,
that drew strongly on traditional Irish music while also having a strong nod to the contemporary, and helped cement the
new venue’s position in the city’s arts landscape.
 Turner Contemporary: Their collaboration with Tania Holland Williams was the most ambitious bit of public
programming they’d ever embarked on. Lachrymose was a large scale choral piece, composed by Jon Hering (himself a
participant in NMP... North West, who Tania met at our first NMP...UK Creative Circle), that featured a community choir
of over 60 people. Sarah Martin from Turner says, “We wouldn’t have done an event of this nature without [Tania],
bringing in a contemporary composer. Her skills, knowledge, the cross fertilisation of audiences was really positive.
For the majority, NMP... also marked a shift in the quality of their music programming, largely as a consequence of having a
dedicated specialist working with them, but also through the critical reflection afforded by programmer manager 1-1s and
having access to a wider peer group.
“What the scheme really helped us to do was to strengthen our commitment to new music, to put it more at
the heart of what we do. It was great to develop music across disciplines; it wasn’t just theatre who
supported it but visual arts and the cinema department got on board as well, and I think that ’s a real legacy
of the project... I’m really looking forward to developing more projects, to expanding things and focusing
more on the multi-disciplinary aspects.”
Cathy Boyce, Chapter
The learning and experience they gained through NMP... has for a good number of organisations opened up a lasting legacy
for programme development. Many have continued to build on the ambition of their NMP... co-productions, having gained
confidence they can deliver work of this nature and scale, and feeling that such an undertaking now represents less of a risk.
What’s next for music in the host organisations after NMP...?
Here’s a sense of the programming legacy that NMP... has created for some of our host organisations...
 Arnolfini is co-producing another event with John Stevens this autumn, although budget cuts and staff re-structuring
means that there are now only very limited opportunities for this kind of work to happen.
 Beam has gone on to develop an entire summer season of family-friendly outdoor events, is currently planning a number
of other spectaculars, and will work with Noah Burton again in 2015. The audience research they undertook using data
captured at their co-production event has powered much of their decision making.
 Chapter is co-producing a larger scale From Now On festival in 2015, that will see the festival take over even more
spaces in Chapter and have a stronger relationship with other aspects of the programme.
 DCA programmed a series of music events over the summer this year, their involvement in NMP... having given them the
confidence (and audience base) to do so outside of university term time.
 Edinburgh Art Festival has gone on to develop another project with Suzy Glass, which was commissioned as part of
PRSF’s New Music Biennial in summer 2014. Their involvement in NMPO also means that they’ve shifted their approach
to live events, and have a more series-based approach rather than focusing on one-off events.
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 The Junction has developed an Arab music festival, and has drawn on the learning from NMP... in doing this. The festival
marks an expansion of a music programme which is by and large commercially driven.
 MAC is working with Eamon Murray on a number of ‘Not So Trad’ events, as well as with a number of other promoters
to boost its Irish music focus.
 Showroom has promoted Laura Hegarty, who worked with Alex Keegan to deliver their co-production, to a new
participation role in the programming team. She will have responsibility for special events and new partnerships.
 Turner Contemporary is working with Tania to explore the potential to tour Lachrymose in the UK and to France; they
are planning to produce other large scale community ‘happenings’ and the choir is now viewed as “our in-house” choir,
rehearse there every month and took part in the opening of the recent Jeremy Deller exhibition.
When things didn’t have quite such an impact
For four of host organisations – The Junction, MIMA, Quad and the Showroom – the immediate impact on programme
development has been more limited.
 Seb Reynolds, working with the Junction, didn’t have the skills and experience needed to deliver the ambitious project
he’d initially outlined, and found it hard to take on board the Junction’s constructive advice about how to re-focus it.
Consequently, the end result was more concept album than the fully-staged folk operetta that it had originally been
billed as, and the relationship became more about artist development than a co-production.
 With the MIMA/Jordan Bell co-production, there was no one within the MIMA curatorial team to work with Jordan. The
series of events reflected what Jordan was able to make happen under his own steam, combined with the enthusiasm of
a very over-worked FOH manager, Gavin Smith.
 For Kate Walters and Quad, the issue was largely two-fold; firstly Kate’s not being based in Derby, and secondly the
departure of two key members of the Quad team. As a result, the relationship lost some definition and focus, roles and
responsibilities became confused, and it was less collaborative. When an early event didn’t deliver the expected ticket
sales, and another was beset with venue problems, nascent relationships became even more strained.
 For the Showroom, whilst their co-production with Alex Keegan did result in some new music programming, its impact
was limited again by no one from the programming team being involved in their curation and by Alex never really
embedding himself in the working culture of the organisation.
Critical success factors
“It was great that [Suzy and I] were coming from two different points. I was saying ‘we have to think of it as
an object, where it sits’. I had to do that with Sarah too. .. [It was] ...a three-way conversation that resulted
in a much stronger project, something that could speak to lots of different audiences, and brought all our
languages together in one single project.”
Sorcha Carey, Edinburgh Art Festival
 The co-productions which have had the most significant impact are the ones where the ideas were developed in a truly
collaborative manner, where what was created was, as Suzy Glass says, “greater than the sum of its parts” and allowed
those involved to “create something together that none of them knew they could do”. In these situations, there was a
very real sense that the NMP... producers were working with their host organisations rather than for them.

 Key to success was a willingness on the part of both host and producer to ‘flex’ – for producers to respond to their host’s
priorities and challenges and to work within the organisations’ structures and processes, and for hosts to trust and let
their NMP.. producer to approach the venue with ‘fresh eyes’ and to consider new possibilities. This exchange between
NMP... producer Mark Thomas and Cathy Boyce (Chapter) exemplifies the value of this approach:

“I think that what was exciting for us was that working with Mark gave From Now On an edge, a
grass roots style and an energy that maybe we wouldn’t have achieved just as Chapter. ... I think the
individual skills of us and our organisations were really a great mix.”
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“Equally, for me it was interesting to see how Chapter do things, what they bring to the table. We
were coming from completely different points, but where we met made for a really exciting event.”
 Another key factor in making the co-productions real collaborations was host organisations devoting staff time to them,
and to helping their producer to bed into the organisation, and the producers’ willingness to do the same.
 Finally, the opportunities for peer discussion, learning and reflection afforded by the Creative Circles and other crosscohort events also played an important role for the organisations that fielded team members at them. Sorcha Carey
(Edinburgh Art Festival) spoke about the value that this had had for participants, saying,
“What NMP... has done is create a forum in which people can come together, share knowledge, and
learning and actually build connections and a sense of a discipline.”
Limiting factors
 Where this ‘flexing’ and contextualising didn’t happen, ideas moved away from being a meaningful co-production for the
host organisation, and more a case of them simply supporting someone else’s development. At its best, NMP... is both.
 Where host organisations couldn’t devote proper curatorial staff time to their co-production, the work became largely
defined by what the producer alone could conceive, and there were far fewer meaningful connections between the work
and the organisation’s wider programme. This situation arose more frequently in this edition of the programme because
of public funding cuts, and was a particular issue for MIMA, Plymouth, Quad, Turner Contemporary and Arnolfini.
 In four locations where there is a smaller pool of producers – Cambridge, Margate, Derby and Middlesbrough –
organisations had to work with a producer from the wider region rather than the town itself. With producers not able to
be physically present in the building on an ongoing basis, they struggled to embed themselves into the organisation.
Reflections and learning to take forward
 The producers having a real understanding of the organisational context they are working in – artistically and
operationally – has such a bearing on the impact and co-production experience for both parties, that it’s worth considering
building in an induction process to kick start the co-production relationship.
 In a similar vein, we need to ensure that all of the producers understand that the co-production ideas they develop for
their application are meant to be illustrative of what they might do with the host organisation, rather than be set in stone.

5.3

For the majority of host organisations their NMP... co-productions

developed new audiences for them
“I think people are tired of just going to venues and seeing things in the same place all the time. With Wet
Sounds and Hacker Farm people bought tickets without knowing or caring who was on. It was experimental
music but with a hook…often the music was pretty out there, but it was about a total audience experience. It
was a brilliant learning experience for Arnolfini”.
Al Cameron, Arnolfini
Key observations
For the majority of organisations, their NMP... co-productions succeeded in developing new audiences for them, and often
younger audiences they would not otherwise have found it easy to attract. Given the diversity of the co-production
programmes – from series that lasted over several months to one-off spectaculars, and projects that invited mass
participation – audience and participant numbers varied significantly across them. Some fed back that they had also seen
existing audiences ‘crossing over’ to their new music programme, and some that the new audiences they’d attracted has
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already developed an attendance ‘habit’, having either having attended more than one event in their NMP... series or
crossed over into other areas of the programme.

“It brought the festival to a much wider audience, allowed us to reach out beyond our artform.... I think
there are things that have come out of it. In the most recent festival we had another commission which
was part of the New Music Biennial, and I think that would have been unthinkable if we hadn’t taken
part in the NMP....both in terms of understanding that we did have an audience that we could bring to
those events and also that we had the confidence to know how to do it, how to speak to that audience,
and how to deliver something that would be a meaningful and valuable experience for them.”
Sorcha Carey, Edinburgh Art Festival
For many host organisations their NMP... co-productions have already created a legacy. Sorcha’s comments above echo
similar comments made by a number of host organisations: that NMP... has given them confidence to continue to
programme experimental, music-led work since their co-productions, and has reduced the risk involved in doing so, because
of the audience base, skills and understanding that the programme has enabled them to develop
.
Key examples of audience development impact
Here are some examples of how New Music Plus... has had an impact on audiences for host organisations...
Arnolfini
In audience terms, and artistically, Off The Page is viewed as a massive success. Clever programming designed to make
experimental music more accessible, and carefully targeted marketing, consistently attracted new audiences – from those
with an interest in contemporary classical music to much more mainstream audiences attracted by the concept of a gig in a
swimming pool. Most events were sell outs, and sat well with Arnolfini’s desire to “take what we do in the building outside”.
As Al Cameron said,”It felt like it wasn’t at all about elitist people in the know, more people who fancied taking a punt”.
Beam
25% of An Evening of Enlightenment attenders were new, and a large proportion family groups. Data collected meant they
could consult these attenders when developing an ongoing family friendly programme as a legacy of NMP… Fran Smith says,
“NMP… did bring in new audiences, but the most useful thing was it made us think about those audiences a bit more”.
Chapter
Not only did From Now On bring a younger crowd into contact with the venue for the first time, a good proportion of these
have crossed over into other areas of the Chapter programme, and made repeat visits. FNO also represented an opportunity
to raise awareness – amongst this new audience, as well as more generally – of Chapter’s wider music programme.
DCA
Graham Domke says of their NMP… series “34 acts played across 11 events, and if you look at that as a colour chart it was
like a rainbow. We definitely got repeat visits….a youngish crowd… sometimes new faces, sometimes not, depending on the
act”. Attracting these new audiences gave DCA the confidence to develop a music programme outside of term time.
Edinburgh Art Festival
In terms of attracting new audiences, Windpipes for Edinburgh was hugely successful. 23% of people who engaged with the
it weren’t previously aware of EAF, and a further 10% had heard of it before but not attended. It attracted a younger than
average crowd and a strong family audience. EAF thinks Suzy Glass’ decision to commission 4 composers was key to this
success. Windpipes also informed EAF’s subsequent thinking around ticketing and pricing and programming ticketed events.
The Junction
The Junction’s co-production with Seb Reynolds around a new work by singer songwriter Huck didn’t really develop a new
audience, as despite programming a series of taster events the final performance attracted an audience of 40. The Junction
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attributes this mainly to the poor quality of that work-in-progress and Seb’s over-reliance on PR to build an audience. These
issues are symptomatic of Seb’s inflexibility and also that the project was simply too ambitious for Seb to fully realise.
MAC
Box office data shows that 85-90% of attenders were new to the Mac, although they have yet to crossover into other areas
of the programme.
MIMA
The series of events didn’t attract as many new attenders as they’d originally hoped. However, it appears that they did
succeed in cross-fertilizing audiences, encouraging previous exhibition attenders to ‘crossover’ to music events.
Plymouth Museum & Gallery
The Museum and Gallery’s series of family friendly world day time music did attract some new audiences, but was more
successful in encouraging existing exhibition attenders to try something new. This outcome has been attributed to the lack
of engagement with the series by the organisation’s marketing team, which focused its attention in the main on existing
attenders and didn’t really spend much time on targeting new audiences, despite the best efforts of the NMP... producer.
Showroom
The Refract series did attract a modest-sized new audience to the venue, principally made up of around 300 mainly young
professionals and students. The co-production team believe that the audience development impact of their work was
limited by the decision they made to structure their programme as a series of events rather than a more compact festival.
Turner Contemporary
Their co-production attracted over 600 people – far higher than expected - the majority of whom were first time attenders.
Sarah Martin attributes some of this success to it being a large scale participation project. As Turner doesn’t issue tickets, it
has little audience data, so is unable to determine how many of these first time attenders have returned to Turner since.
Critical success factors
“It was amazing to see the impact of Mark’s campaign, the energy, how he promoted it was great.
Nobody knows who Rhodri (Davis) is, but to see the theatre full… the trust that people have in him, that
was incredible to see. [It] emphasised the need for new talent, a fresh perspective on what Chapter can
do, how it can sell things. It’s difficult with so many things going on; marketing becomes a bit formulaic.”
Cathy Boyce, Chapter
 The co-productions which were most successful in audience terms were those where both the marketing department
and the NMP... producer worked together on marketing. The more strategic approach of the organisations, combined
with the producers’ specialist knowledge of target audiences and their own networks meant that all bases were covered.
 Programming decision also played a part; a number of NMP... co-productions saw organisations moving in to very new
programming territory, as part of a conscious decision to target particular audiences. At Arnolfini, BEAM and Edinburgh
Arts Festival, a combination of savvy programming and strategic marketing was key to the co-productions’ success.
Limiting factors
 That at least half of the organisations don’t routinely sell tickets, and a good proportion of events attracted a large ‘walk
up’ audience means we have less audience data than we would if we were working with performing arts organisations.
Reflections and learning to take forward
 In a significant proportion of co-productions it remains a challenge for us to ensure the proper involvement of marketing
departments. In projects such as this it perhaps should be a condition of funding that the marketing team are involved in the
initial project scoping session that happens with the programme manager, and potentially all other project ‘trio’ sessions
where the host producer and NMP... producer update the programme manager.
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5.4

NMP... has provided real professional development for key contacts in

our host organisations: developing knowledge, skills, confidence and networks
Key observations
“I’d not worked with a music producer in that way before, it was a completely new thing... or with a choir, so
that’s real learning that I will benefit from in the future.”
Sarah Martin, Turner Contemporary
In the same way that NMP... has developed our producers’ understanding of working in a cross-artform context, the same is
also true for many of the host team members who took part in NMP.... For the less experienced it provided the chance to
work in this context for the first time, building knowledge of how music projects take shape and the working practices of
music producers and musicians, and allowing them to reflect on the differences and similarities with their own practice and
processes. It’s developed their confidence, and also their personal networks – in both the music and wider arts sector – and
raised their awareness of a wider range of musicians and music producers, and how to find and approach them.
Meanwhile, for those who worked closely alongside their NMP... producers in a properly collaborative manner, NMP... has
served as a kind of ‘adventure playground’, enabling them to play an active leadership role in projects exploring new
creative ground, to take part in new kinds of conversations, and flex different curatorial ‘muscles’ - all within the safe
confines of a development programme. Consequently, the process has had an even more significant impact on their
confidence and personal validation as producers. Several mentioned how and positive it was to work with a producer, who
felt more like a peer than an artist can be. Sorcha Carey from Edinburgh Art Festival spoke of “feeling held by someone else”,
while Al Cameron from Arnolfini echoed comments made by a number of host organisation reps, saying,
“It was really good for me having a co-curator...an equal partner who had ideas. If I had an idea I could
phone John up and ask him ‘what do you think’. Most of my life I’m having that dialogue only with
myself....NMP... got me out there, talking about different concepts, working with different people , seeing
how they work. It was really good experience for me.... really validating and confidence giving.”
Beyond this impact on their creative development, for some less senior host reps the project also enabled them to develop
leadership and management experience. Gavin Smith from MIMA fedback, “ I’m still new to managing staff, so there was
learning for me about how you manage….Now I would feel a lot more comfortable if someone came to me with an
idea...That’s the learning – I’d sit them down and we’d walk it through, whereas before I’d have just gone straight into it.”
And finally, echoing the comments they made about their organisations – and comments made by the NMP... producers –
host reps have fed back about how valuable having the chance to meet new people has been in terms of knowledge and
confidence, and raising the profiles with funders and peers.
“On a personal level I’ve really appreciated being part of the network, and meeting such a wide variety of
producers and organisations. It’s really widened my knowledge of the music scene and I’m just more
confident in programming music more generally.”
Cathy Boyce, Chapter
Critical success factors
 A key factor in the impact NMP... has had on their professional development is the extent to which they engaged with
their NMP... producer counterparts as true collaborators. Just as for the NMP... producers, it was when the coproduction was about proper collaboration that it had the most significant professional development impact.
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 In terms of capturing this learning about themselves, as with the producers, the opportunity to reflect on this in their bimonthly 1-1s and quarterly co-production team sessions with the programme manager were viewed as really important.
 Again, the peer learning and networking opportunities that the programme created for them was heralded by many host
organisation reps as crucial factor in these shifts. Fran Smith (BEAM) spoke of the value of “Seeing the other projects
people have done...I don’t think I had the grasp of that kind of thing before, now have better grasp of what might be
possible”, while Sorcha Carey fed back that “Being forced to expose yourself to peers from different artfoms was a really
good discipline... It’s good to be continually testing your ideas with people who are from a different discipline”.

5.5

For some hosts the programme has had a wider organisational impact –

on working practices, staff perception and the organisation’s network
Key observations
Feedback from a number of host organisation suggests that for their organisations, being part of NMP... has had a positive
impact on their wider staff teams, and consequently on the organisation itself. Several describe how NMP... has shifted staff
perceptions about what their organisation can achieve and what its creative potential is. Cathy Boyce from Chapter speaks
enthusiastically of the impact working with Mark Thomas had in this way, saying,
“His extra energy is a big reason for working with him. It does invigorate the whole team, makes them get
excited about work again, and gives them more energy to be creative. It makes you realize how great a
place chapter is, that we can do this!”
For some other organisations, in particular those with no producing track record and limited experience of working on music
projects, NMP... means that they have a much stronger understanding of how they can successfully work with independent
music producers, and of the value that such partnerships can have. They feel that they will approach future collaborations
better equipped to manage them successfully and get the maximum benefit from them.
Organisations which involved a larger number of team members in the programme – for instance, sending them to training
days or the Creative Circle sessions – are clear about how this has aided the professional development of those wider team
members. Benefits they list include less senior team members skilling up in unfamiliar areas, gaining experience of what it
means to network, and a wider understanding of how arts organisations function, plus shifts in their confidence.
“I think NMP... had been great in terms of linking up producers and organisations across the UK. Already
we’ve been in touch about linking up with other producers on the scheme to develop new projects.”
Cathy Boyce, Chapter
The Creative Circle sessions and wider cross-cohort networking events have enabled the host organisations to expand their
networks to include a wider circle of NMP... producers and host organisations –particularly the former. There are a small
number of concrete outcomes from this already, such as the MAC joining forces with Mark Thomas on a potential touring
project and Edinburgh Art Festival being in tentative discussions with Turner Contemporary about re-staging Windpipes.
However, budget pressures mean that for the majority it is more of a slow burn at present; there’s a sense that they view
the NMP... producers as a talent pool they will draw on in the future. Organisations also referenced their new relationship
with PRS for Music Foundation as a positive outcome, and something that would otherwise would not have happened.
Really positively, these shifts are already ‘playing out’ in terms of having a sustained impact on organisations. Not only are
some new relationships beginning to yield results, staff are also starting to apply that new knowledge and confidence - and
renewed enthusiasm for the organisation - to their work. The Showroom has promoted Laura Hegarty, who worked with
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Alex Keegan, to a newly created programming post, something which the organisation identifies as “the biggest NMP...
related shift for us”. Meanwhile, MIMA are reiterating their NMP...learning to help build a new volunteering scheme and
the Junction has revised its support for independent producers off the back of their NMP... experience.
Critical success factors
 For the co-productions to really ‘take hold’ across the whole organisation it’s been crucial to have a lead contact within
the host organisation who can act as a gateway into and across it.
 It’s been important for hosts to be prepared to reflect honestly on their NMP... experience and apply that reflection to
their work as they move forward. Feedback suggests that 1-1s with the programme manager have been critical,
especially given how busy and fast-moving organisations are, and how caught up in programming cycles they can be.
 Committing to attending the Creative circles, and thinking laterally about how to get the most from all elements of the
programme have also been key to host organisations maximising the wider organisational impact of NMP...
Limiting factors
 As in previous editions, the wider impact on the organisation has been limited when senior members of the
management team haven’t been fully engaged in the co-production or the wider NMP... programme.
 As previously mentioned, some host organisations found it difficult to ‘field’ a rep at every Creative Circle session
because of financial and time constraints. Consequently, they became more about networking than fostering a network.

6. The impact of our alumni action learning sets
“It’s been a really wonderful experience to reconnect with those people... The group is continuing, and it’s
a really useful forum to have a wider discussion about our work and for us to set challenging goals for
ourselves in a confidential and safe space. I’ve really enjoyed the sessions and am getting loads out of
them, so this has been a really powerful legacy of the programme.”
Richard Whitelaw, Sound and Music
Introduction
Action learning is a form of professional development that focuses on people coming together to form peer networks
(called action learning ‘sets’), through which they work on the real life challenges they face as professionals. It’s become
popular in the creative sector in the past few years, where being able to critically reflect on your own creative and business
practice is really important, and where people place a high value on peer support. It ‘sits’ particularly well with people who
enjoy the kind of peer-based learning that New Music Plus... encourages, and is particularly useful for people who work on
their own, as many NMP... producers do.
Over 2013-14 we ran two action learning sets for NMP... alumni (host reps and producers), one in London and one in the
North West. Invitations were made to all former NMP... producers and host organisations, with two sets of 6-8 people being
established. Our programme manager facilitated four set sessions for each group, with set members gradually taking over
facilitating the sets, guided by the programme manager. As hoped, both sets continued as self-facilitated sets after the
initial sessions, although some 9 months on only the London set has picked up momentum, recruiting new members.
Key areas of impact
“It made me consider the value of reflecting on what you are doing and stopping for a bit, what it is you
want to do. Gave me time off from producing to think. It was really valuable to do that action learning set
after the proper programme.”
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Ross Dalziel, NMP... North West producer
There are two main ways in which our action learning programme has been valuable for participants – firstly in terms of
enabling them to explore and resolve questions or challenges about themselves and their work, and secondly in terms of
developing transferable skills.
For producers the sets have provided a space for reflection that they don’t otherwise have, while for host organisation reps
the sets have enabled them to explore issues about their organisation or work that they can’t discuss with internal
colleagues. Discussions have been wide ranging, from those about their creative practice and how to take this forward, to
more practical issues, and have often resulted in the ‘presenter’ identifying a clear course of action and goals.
Action learning is based around the principle of ‘active listening’ and ‘open questioning’, and some set members have fed
back that these techniques are proving useful in other aspects of their professional life, such as in teaching, mentoring or
partnership situations. As an example, Will Dutta commented,
“I think it’s certainly improved our ability to ask questions...to ask the right ones at the right time.... We
are never really encouraged to learn how to do that – and that’s had a real impact on my teaching”.
Critical success factors
 As in all action learning sets, getting the recruitment right was key. Our initial recruitment pack provided a good
introduction to action learning and links to relevant sites, so that potential participants could get inside the pr inciples
before deciding to commit. We invited selected members to come to an initial ‘try before you commit’ session, to help
them determine if it was right for them or not. Only one dropped out at this time, because of taking on a full time job.
 Using the sets themselves to train people in set facilitation meant that we opened up the possibility of the sets becoming
self-facilitated beyond the course of the programme.
 Having one or two people in each set with the dynamism and leadership qualities to sustain the sets beyond the initial
four sessions.
Key reflections and learning to take forward
 These sets were effectively pilots, built out of our interest in testing action learning in the music sector, where it is still a
relatively new concept. Their popularity, the value they have had, and the effectiveness of the in-set training is encouraging
and participant feedback will be useful in terms of plotting future activity.

7. Project planning and management
Key observations
As in previous editions a strong working relationship between the two key project team members (Julia Payne, the project
manager and Nicole McNeilly, the project administrator) developed, despite them not working in the same location. The
relationship has been collaborative, flexible and underpinned by a pragmatic and determined approach to getting the job
done to a high standard. Regular day-to-day communication has been underpinned by periodical review sessions, where
they could step back and review progress against milestones. This meant that critical reflection was firmly embedded into
working practices from the outset, allowing the team to take an iterative approach to delivering the programme.
As in previous editions, feedback about the programme team from across host organisations and producers alike has been
uniformly positive; both found the team approachable and friendly. Many highlighted the importance of having a
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relationship with a project manager who is independent of PRSF; that independence allowed for the kinds of honest
reflection and discussion that they felt wouldn’t have been possible with a member of the PRSF team, given that the
organisation is a funder they have a relationship with.
Critical success factors
 The easy and supportive working relationship that quickly developed between the programme manager and new
programme administrator. NMP... is a big programme to get inside and make happen and this relationship – and the
flexibility and lateral thinking approach that underpinned it – has been key to the successful delivery of the programme.
 Involving wider members of the PRSF team in the recruitment of producers helped build a stronger sense of ownership
of the programme across the team, and helped ‘humanise’ PRSF with the producers at an early stage of the programme.
 Using the new grant management system allowed for easier reporting in relation to the co-production fund, and gave
the producers another ‘real life’ experience. A number commented on how useful it was to have the chance to apply for
a grant within the programme, with drafts reviewed until the application was strong enough to warrant funding.
Limiting factors
 For reasons beyond our control, a number of co-production projects weren’t completed by the original summer 2014
deadline. This meant we had only limited staff resources to continue to support this work and relationships beyond this
point, relying on team members to go beyond their original briefs and work plans.
 For clash reasons we moved the date of the final symposium and showcase event from July to October 2014, meaning
there was a larger gap between this and our final cohort session in February. This in turn meant that for many hosts and
producers the final event felt like an ‘add on’ event rather than part of the programme. We also think it had an impact
on attendance levels amongst host organisations.
 Lengthening the programme had its benefits, in that it enabled co-production relationships to bed in, but for those
organisations that completed their co-productions some time before the end of the programme that extended period
may have felt a little anomalous.
 The amount of time that the programme administrator was allocated to spend on NMP... was initially under-estimated,
and it was at times a challenge for her to meet deadlines, especially at the beginning. PRSF elected to manage the
booking of producer travel and accommodation, rather than allocate them a budget for this. These bookings took up far
more time than anticipated, and significantly added to the programme administrator’s workload.
 Limited team resources mean that we weren’t able to provide as much marketing support to raise awareness of NMP...
participants and their co-productions as we would have liked.
Learning and reflection to take forward
 When team resources are stretched we should consider diverting contingency budget to bolstering the project team.
 Either allocate a travel and accommodation bursary to participants or increase amount of time allocated to booking
these and use standard group bookings rather than save money by spending hours looking for the best deals. Realise that
time has a premium value in a small team.
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